
Drawn Objects and Blanket Statements 
 
At the beginning of the 1990’s, I once again began to work with a medium that I had 
initially developed in the late 1960’s. This development was the result of studies of 
historical techniques under the tutorage of B.C. Binning at the University of British 
Columbia as part of an undergraduate degree in western art history. (fresco, encaustic, 
egg-tempera, black-oil, oil, acrylic etc.) It seemed to be a logical extension of these 
studies to explore types of polyester resin as a vehicle for color. 
With my present use of this medium, I produce works which are flat and hang on the 
wall. They often incorporate color and present image on ground. Yet the material 
presence of these objects does not compare with any familiar to painting or drawing; the 
surface is too even, too perfect. If there is any mark or gesture it is not tactile. It is 
encased behind an almost photographic surface. 
By mixing dyes and pigments into the extremely clear and colorless resin, I am able to 
achieve illusions of space within the 3  cm. thickness of these objects that would be 
impossible using any traditional painting or glazing medium. They would quickly loose 
transparency at such a depth of application. Also, I am not limited to the methods of 
working molten glass, polyester resin’s rival in transparency. I can access the marks, 
gestures, tones and chroma of traditional and contemporary painting. Yet always there is 
the presence of the flat even surface, a containment for statement detached from the 
idioms of drawing and painting. 
 
The 1990’s work speaks to these two idioms, the Drawn Object series to drawing, the 
Blanket Statement series to painting. Drawn Objects is the more intimate in size and 
gesture of the two series, each panel being 60 x 60 x 3 cm. and employing minimal 
chroma. It is also the more sculptural in the separation and layering of depicted shapes 
within the special field. I relate to the individual panels as random portholes onto a space 
without “gravity” (double entendre). In an almost cartoon style they make historical 
reference to the much more precise rendering of utopian constuctivism (suprematisim) as 
exemplified by El Lissitsky’s Pron series. 
The loosely marked enclosures cum figures in the floating field of the Drawn Objects 
series is replaced by the complete multi-panel piece becoming the field-object in the 
individual Blanket Statements. This is akin to the hanging of aboriginal blankets (ie. 
Navaho) on the wall for esthetic contemplation. The whole abstract field of the object is 
perceived in unity with its color and pattern. Protected by my esoteric medium and 
reference to blanket (plus the pun blanket statement), I have allowed myself the luxury of 
abstract painting in the 1990’s. 
From a more regional scio-political stance as a Canadian, Blanket Statements is a gesture 
to the blanket as a major historical trading commodity. The industrial revolution in 
Europe fueled European expansion over the vast ranges of northern North America. One 
of the most prized trading currencies being the mass-produced blanket, a product of the 
mechanical loom. The wool blanket was readily adopted by the aboriginal peoples both 
as an esthetic object and as basic shelter. The blanket became a fulcrum point in cultural 
interface, a distant point to which my work aspires. 
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